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# **Web Graphics Tools** In a typical web design, graphics are reused in multiple places on a page, requiring
their own unique file. The PNG and JPEG image formats were designed to save time, but they have become the

de facto standard for image formats for web use. Earlier versions of Flash contained a graphics "file cabinet"
where you created graphics assets for Flash animations. The more recent (3rd party) Flash CS4 version includes

a "canvas" where you create graphic assets. You can use these in Flash animations as well as the web. As you
design web pages, you will find yourself creating graphics for screens, logos, and HTML elements like buttons.

All of these can be saved as PNG or JPEG files and reused on future pages. Figure 4-1 shows a sequence of web
graphics that I created in both Photoshop and Illustrator. **Figure 4-1 The main design elements in a web

graphics file can be created in both Photoshop and Illustrator.** The web page in Figure 4-1 was created in
Photoshop. The
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How to use the desktop version of Photoshop Elements 8 Open a new image in Photoshop Elements 8. You can
choose your image by clicking on the Browse button. The image opens in the Image browser. You can use the

scrollbar to scroll left and right. To resize the image, drag with the mouse as shown in the image. Press Enter or
click on the OK button to accept the change. When you have resized and saved the image, you can close the
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image browser. Use the on-screen controls to zoom in and out of the image, and adjust the brightness and
contrast. To crop your image to a smaller size, drag the Crop window's top and bottom boundaries. Use the

handles to resize the crop area. To add a text box, click on the text box icon. To add an image, click on the +
icon. To create an image composite, click on the new icon. To merge multiple images, drag the images to the
Merge icon. When you drag, the images appear on the canvas. Press Enter or click on the OK button to accept
the image. To add a second layer, click on the Layers icon. To duplicate a layer, click on the eye icon. To move

a layer, hold down the CTRL key and click on the layer. Drag the layer to its new position. Click on the OK
button to accept the change. To add more layers, click on the + icon. To apply one or more effects to the image,
click on the effect icon. Use the on-screen controls to adjust the brightness and contrast, and apply the effect. To

add a new layer, click on the Layers icon. To create a selection, click on the Selection icon. To delete a layer,
click on the eye icon. To paste a different image into a layer, click on the + icon. To duplicate a layer, click on
the eye icon. To merge multiple layers, drag the layers to the Merge icon. When you drag, the layers appear on
the canvas. Press Enter or click on the OK button to accept the image. To add a new layer, click on the Layers

icon. To create a selection, click on the Selection icon. To delete a layer, click on the eye icon. a681f4349e
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Clone Stamp (Add to collection) Text Tools There are a number of text tools in Photoshop, including the Pencil,
Paint Bucket and Type tools. You can also draw text onto layers, select parts of existing text and manipulate it.
Pens and Text Pens, Brushes, and Text Text is the most common tool for creating logos. It can be drawn directly
on the image or imported from files like Word or Powerpoint. Text (Add to collection) Gradient, Patterns and
Backgrounds Gradients, patterns, and backgrounds allow you to create backgrounds and masks that are similar
to the work of other design software like Illustrator. You can also apply patterns, gradients, and colors to an
image's background. Linear Gradient/Pattern/Background (Add to collection) Gradients Linear gradients are
specifically used to create backgrounds. You can draw a gradient from the gradient box on the left to the boxes
on the right to set the color on any of the four sides. You can also add a pattern to the gradient to change its
appearance. Linear Gradient (Add to collection) Patterns Patterns allow you to add a repetitive design to an
image. Patterns can be created using a brush, or imported from different sources like documents, images, or
even Photoshop layers. Pattern options include random, tile, repeat, and mirror (or flip) images. Pattern (Add to
collection) Masks A mask is a selection that hides or reveals part of the image. It is similar to a clipping path in
illustration software, but you can use masks to apply effects, such as making an image appear to have been
created in a different medium, or to move an object out of the way. Masks (Add to collection) Symmetry You
can make an image, object, or layer look like something else to convey a particular feeling. For example, by
making an object appear to have four quarters, you can express the feeling of a four-sided object. Symmetry
(Add to collection) Blending Modes Blending modes allow you to combine two or more layers to create unique
effects. Each mode has specific applications, like creating a composite image by layering one image on top of
another. Blending Modes (Add to collection) Blending L

What's New In Adobe Photoshop?

It's becoming more difficult for e-book readers to replace paper books. One factor in that is Amazon's Kindle e-
book reader. The models are getting better, but is that making a dent in book sales overall? In the short term,
yes, says Bookseller, because those who had already bought the paper book will try to find the digital version for
free. But eventually they'll give up and move back to paper. That's what we found out last month, when Amazon
announced that, for Kindle owners who had previously purchased a paper copy of a book, the company would
send them digital versions for free. Since then, we have been working with a few booksellers around the country
to see how that has impacted book sales overall, and the answers have been mixed. Some stores say they've seen
a big increase in sales of digital books, while others say that's not been a factor. To put that in perspective,
Amazon has reportedly given away 1.1 million free digital copies of Moby Dick, so on one level, Kindle owners
are giving e-book readers a shot in the arm, but on another, they're just trying to replace what they already
bought. The ratio of physical to digital book sales varies from store to store. The Tribune Tower Bookstore in
Chicago, which prides itself on publishing independent authors, said for the past two weeks it's been getting
about 50 percent of its sales in the digital category. The rest are paper copies, sold at a higher price. The Chicago
Tribune says it's not alone. In fact, a study by the booksellers' group the Book Industry Study Group also found
that sales of both paper and digital books declined across the board, but that digital book sales dropped more
than book sales overall. Along the lines of this conversation, the Illinois State Library in Springfield, Ohio,
decided to give all of its patrons a digital version of the collection it offers on demand. That provides unique
opportunities for audiobooks, radio plays and more, but at least for the three weeks of the experiment, sales
were up about 30 percent. It's impossible to know if that would be a temporary phenomenon, but since our
original report, three new mobile apps have launched that offer e-books to Kindle owners for free or a flat fee.
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Although none of them have the reach of Amazon's offering, any additional traction would be a win for the
Kindle-using public. One of those companies is named
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System Requirements For Adobe Photoshop:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10. Windows 8 and Windows 10 are recommended.
Processor: Dual core processor. Intel Core i5, Intel Core i7, or greater. RAM: 2 GB RAM or greater Hard Disk:
5 GB free space DirectX: Version 11 Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 or ATI HD 6950 with 256MB of
RAM or greater Additional Notes: With DirectX 11 on Windows 8 or higher, additional control must be used
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